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Globally there has been an exponential increase in data volume. The amount
of data created, consumed and stored is expected to reach over 180
zettabytes in 2025, 90 times the amount of 2010. Nevertheless, these values
hide connectivity disparities, where Europe lags behind the United States,
with Americas’ installed bandwidth capacity 106% higher than EMEA, by the
end of 2020.

A new vision of Europe’s connectivity is ongoing, with the commitment to
build its infrastructure to cope with data dependency from other major hubs
in the US and Asia, securing a funding of 1B€ under the Connecting Europe
Facility project. This new vision will benefit those countries that are a good
base for global subsea cable connections and have dense terrestrial
connectivity to their European counterparts.

Despite its fantastic geographical location for subsea cables, Portugal has not
been typically the focus of large connectivity and Data Centre players due to
lack of information and awareness.

On the most western coast of Europe, Portugal appears as an attractive
location meeting Europe’s infrastructure requirements with a competitive,
robust and far-reaching connectivity. Also, the Portuguese Government is very
supportive of new investment projects, speeding up the licensing process.

Portugal remains one of the few countries in the world that has direct
connections to five continents and is being highly regarded in the deployment
of the new generation of submarine cables by leading companies, such as
Google and Facebook, ensuring 880 TBPS of additional capacity with low-
latency connections to major global hubs.

Great subsea connectivity, combined with a high capillary and redundant
terrestrial connectivity network, allows, for example, “Green Giants” to take
advantage of abundant and cheaper land and proximity of renewable power,
whilst always guarantying great connectivity to major European hubs.

Portugal is starting to play a role as a key country in the future of global
connectivity, with a clear mandate to manage and distribute traffic between
Europe and other continents.

Executive Summary
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Global connectivity landscape is facing 
unprecedent challenges

There has been an exponential increase in data leading to significant

investments in the underlying infrastructure to cope with it

In the last decade, the shift to cloud infrastructures, accentuated by the pandemic, and the

continuous rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), where the number of connected devices (11.7B in

2020) surpassed the human population, have increased demand for international traffic leading to

several challenges for economies around the world.

The amount of data created, consumed and stored has been growing exponentially over the last

decade, growing from 2 zettabytes in 2010 to more than 180 zettabytes in 2025. Similarly, the

worldwide public cloud services market continues to grow and is expected to reach an estimated

482 billion U.S. dollars in end-user spending by 2022.

Altogether, the continuous growth of connectivity (e.g. Subsea Cables, Data Centres) worldwide has

contributed to:

• Reduction of latency in data transfer;

• Resilience of the Internet;

• Wholesale prices reduction;

• Meet the increasing demand for services with higher broadband requisites.
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Figure 1. Amount of data created, consumed, and 

stored worldwide 2010-2025 (in zettabytes) 
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This vision implies multi-country projects combining investments from the EU, the Member States,

and the private sector such as the Connecting Europe Facility project, with 1B€ in funding from 2021

to 2023.

Another example, the GAIA –X project, a private initiative supported by Governments and the

European Commission, aims to promote this vision of a more connected Europe. Focused on the

principle of decentralization, the main purpose is to create a data infrastructure based on the values

of openness, transparency, and trust allowing Europe to maintain its data sovereignty.

To be able to achieve this vision, the following Key Success Factors must be taken into consideration.

Europe’s future vision entails the 
development of new infrastructure

Key Success Factors Why?

Geographic Positioning
Geolocation which allows lower latencies with a special focus on 
emerging markets (Africa and South America)

Vast connection with 
Submarine Cables

Subsea cables are more efficient and resilient and support 99% of 
the global traffic

Next Gen of Submarine Cables Next Gen cables have higher designed capacity

Land connection to major Hubs
Guarantee connectivity to other European countries without 
subsea connectivity

Highly capillary terrestrial 
network 

Ensures connectivity despite the chosen locations and 
redundancy of networks

Despite some efforts, Europe is still lagging behind the United States in

connectivity

In 2021, the US accounted for 49% of the total Hyperscale’s IT load

capacity, compared to only 19% in the EMEA region.

Additionally, the installed capacity of interconnection bandwidth in the

Americas was 106% higher compared to EMEA by the end of 2020,

according to Equinix.

To invert this situation, Europe is committed to the creation of its

infrastructure to cope with its data dependency from other major

hubs. In early 2021, the European Commission’s announced the goal of

making Europe the most connected continent by 2030.

49%

19%

32%

Figure 3. Hyperscale IT load 

capacity, Q3 2021

Source: Synergy Research Group

Table 1. Key Success Factors

USOthers

EMEA
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Portugal profits from a competitive, robust 
and far-reaching connectivity

Despite the short amount of available information, Portugal ticks all the boxes

to be a successful player in Europe’s connectivity

Figure 4. Number of data centres in 

Europe by country, 2021
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Portugal is not perceived as a key player in the European

connectivity landscape mainly due to the lack of available

connectivity backbone information, following the

privatisation of the State-Owned Telco (2000), and

hyperscale's investment.

To rectify this misconception, the Portuguese Government

recently approved (Dec 2021) a new law that obliges Telco

operators to disclose their coverage and the respective

capacities of their networks. Doing so will allow external

operators to have a clear vision of Portugal’s internal

resources.

Key Success Factors Why Portugal? Portugal Status

Geographic Positioning
a) Privileged geographic position by the Atlantic
and Mediterranean sea

✔

Vast connection with 
Submarine Cables

b) Vast connection with submarine cables reaching
5 continents

✔

Next Gen of Submarine 
Cables

c) Key player in the next generation of subsea
investments

✔

Land connection to major 
Hubs

d) Well connected to major European Hubs ✔

Highly capillary terrestrial 
network 

e) High capillary terrestrial network provided by
different operators

✔

Dynamic Telco market f) Innovation fostered by a dynamic telco market ✔

All these factors combined make Portugal a country capable of ensuring high-quality connectivity

between European countries and the rest of the globe, with special emphasis on emerging markets,

which is particularly relevant to guarantee European companies can take advantage of cost-effective

low-latency networks.

The following chapters detail Portugal’s position regarding the presented Key Success Factors.

Table 2. Portuguese Status on Key Success Factors
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Portugal's geographic position is a key factor that contributed to the country's integration into the

world network of submarine cables on June 8, 1870, the date of entry into operation of the first

international submarine cable with mooring in Portugal and connected to the UK.

In 1901, Portugal was already a relevant Atlantic telecommunications location, strategically located to

bridge the US, Latin America, Africa, and the United Kingdom. By the hand of Marconi Portugal, the

country assumed a leadership position on international connectivity.

Portugal’s subsea connectivity is one of the best in all Europe

Portugal's central Atlantic position acts as a gateway to all Europe, with nearby access to Africa, North

& South America. Similarly, through the Mediterranean Basin, Portugal accesses the Middle East and

Asia. A good example of the growing importance of Portuguese connectivity is the submarine cables

spanning Sub-Saharan African to Western Europe, with an Internet bandwidth growth between

Lisbon and Sub-Saharan Africa of 46% since 2016 (DE-CIX, 2021).

It also has one of the biggest exclusive economic zone (EEZ) in the world (currently 1.7M Km2), and

according to ANACOM is expected to have 20% of the world’s traffic crossing it. This is explained by

the natural predisposition to provide great conditions for subsea cables in terms of security and the

support from governmental associations (e.g. AICEP) in terms of regulation.

a) Privileged geographic position by the 

Atlantic

Figure 5. Portuguese global connectivity (including Equiano and 2Africa)
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16 Submarine Cable connections

+140 TBPS of capacity

+90 connections to non-

Portuguese CLSs

+60 countries connected (9 

European countries)

Portugal’s geographic position allows it to easily aggregate the interests of distribution/ negotiation

of traffic between Europe, Africa, and America, enabling highly potential markets in terms of

connectivity, to access all of Europe.

Portugal also benefits from short subsea cable latencies (between Cable Landing Stations), with

other major global hubs, such us Virginia beach (60 ms RTD) in North America, Fortaleza (57 ms

RTD), or São Paulo (96 ms RTD) in Latin America, Cape Town (135 ms RTD) in South Africa and

Singapore (158 ms RTD) in Asia, according to EllaLink and ACE.

With more than 60 connections to other countries, Portuguese submarine connectivity ensures

connections to:

• Major European hubs with high traffic information such as FLAP-D;

• Emerging markets such as Latin America and African countries (e.g. Brazil), those who

experienced the most rapid growth of international internet bandwidth.

The interconnection expansion within the Portuguese Platform (Continent, Azores, Madeira) can

attract the mooring of new international submarine cables, the installation of data storage and

processing services (Data Centres, Cloud Services), and traffic exchange services (PoPs, IXPs).

Moreover, the public administration in Portugal is one step ahead of other European countries by

driving a reduction in bureaucracy through the involvement of a single entity responsible for the

licensing of submarine cables.

Portugal Spain United
Kingdom

France

Figure 6. Percentage of available international 

bandwidth in terms of total capacity, 2020

80,6%

37,2%
33,1%

Source: TeleGeography

93,4%

b) Vast connection with Submarine Cables 

reaching 5 continents
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The new generation of subsea cables will allow the strengthening of Portugal’s connections capacity

with European countries and emerging markets. Among the various submarine cables moored in

Portugal, links with South America and Africa gain particular relevance due to their growth potential.

• EllaLink, in service since July 2021, has a capacity of 100 TBPS, 7 fibre pairs are moored in Sines of

which 4 are connecting South America to Europe.

• Equiano, a Google-funded state-of-the-art subsea cable to be operational in 2022, 12 fibre pairs

and a design capacity of 120 TBPS, is being deployed from Portugal to South Africa to improve the

digital connectivity between Europe and West African countries.

• Facebook will launch 2Africa in 2023, a new submarine cable, with a design capacity of up to

180Tbps and 16 fibre pairs, connecting the entire African Continent to Asia and Europe via

Portugal.

• The Medusa system, 24 fibre pairs and a capacity of 480 TBPS, to be connected to Portugal via

Sines, will give, on one hand, access to north Africa companies that want to have multiple landing

points in southern Europe, and on other hand, access to Mediterranean countries to Atlantic.

1 new Submarine 

Cable’s Systems, 
called EllaLink, 
launched in the 2nd

quarter of 2021

3 more new 

Submarine Cable’s 
Systems, to be 
launched from 2022

+420.00
0 GBPS of capacity 

with the launch of 
these cables

EllaLink

Equiano
2Africa

Medusa

Figure 7. Portugal’s new Subsea 

connectivity

Fortaleza 
57ms RTD

Cape Town 
135ms RTD

880 TBPS of additional capacity

1 new Submarine Cable System, 

EllaLink, launched in the 2nd quarter of 

2021

3 new Submarine Cable Systems,

2Africa, Equiano and Medusa

to be launched from 2022 

c) Key player in the next generation of 

Submarine Cables investments
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Several operators (e.g. Colt, FastFiber, Ren Telecom, Vodafone) guarantee quality international

terrestrial connectivity, with major international routes connecting Portugal to other locations with

high information traffic, such as Frankfurt, Amsterdam, Paris, members of the FLAP-D countries, and

Madrid, Bilbao, Barcelona, and Marseille. This is of the utmost importance since land-locked

countries and interior regions are dependent on terrestrial networks to support their connectivity.

It is worth highlighting that key players' future investments on new routes will create a greater

capillarity and redundancy network.

Modern national network connected to Europe via Spain

Figure 8. International terrestrial connectivity 
(non-exhaustive)

d) Well connected by land to major European 
Hubs

This well distributed terrestrial network ensures that inbound and outbound information to Portugal

will benefit from shorter latencies with other major European hubs, since adjacent markets, such as

Spain, do not represent any bottlenecks (88% FTTH/B cover as of Sep 2020).

As-Is

To-Be

City Latency (ms RTD)

Madrid 8ms

Bilbao 11ms

Barcelona 16ms

Marseille 23ms

Paris 24ms

Milan 29ms

Frankfurt 33ms

Figure 9. Latencies between Sines CLS and major 

European Data Centres

Source: Telco Operators, ITU

Source: EllaLink, COLT
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e) High capillary terrestrial network provided 
by different operators

Retail

Layer 0
Physical Infrastructure

Layer 1
Passive communications

Layer 2
Leased circuits

Energy 

ecosystem

Telecom 

ecosystem

Transport 

ecosystem

On top of connections via sea and land with other European Hubs, Portugal has a dynamic and

competitive environment in its national connectivity market, fundamental in ensuring high

redundancy of its network. In addition, this highly capillary network allows Data Centre providers the

freedom to choose the best location to place their infrastructure, securing great connectivity

regardless. This autonomy contributes to the emergence of the “Green Giants” (Liebreich Associates

& Start Campus, 2021), by allowing the proximity with clean and renewable energies promoting the

goal of net-zero Data Centres.

Traditionally, the national connectivity market is composed of several ecosystems such as:

• Transport players, specifically train and road management companies, that own fibre network and

ducts available for commercial purposes;

• Energy players, whose fibre network goes along high and very high voltage distribution networks;

• Electronic communications operator's ecosystem, which is composed of retail telcos and

wholesale-focused players.

Other ecosystems, such as water ducts, are also part of the national fibre network and contribute as

well to a denser capillarity.

As detailed below, this multitude of players prioritise differently the layers in which they take part;

jointly, they all contribute to a country with great internal connections.

8
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Portugal is well served with abundant optical fibre infrastructure availability

Ducts alongside 

railways

Ducts alongside 

highways

Figure 11. Transportation 

ecosystem coverage

Figure 12. Energy 

ecosystem coverage

Figure 13. Telecom 

ecosystem coverage

High and Very High 

Voltage Network

Substation/ POP Largest retail key 

player

Largest wholesale key 

player

92%90%88%83%81%

44%

21%16%15%10%6%

LatviaLithuaniaSpainPortugalSwedenEU27+UKAustriaGermanyUKGreeceBelgium

Figure 14. FTTH/B coverage in Europe as of September 2020 (Top 5 and Bottom 5 countries)

Source: IDATE

Ecosystem Key information

Transportation

• Reliable infrastructure and redundant routes throughout the country with
direct connections to Spain

• Over 11,000 km of ducts for connecting all districts’ capitals, 6,780 km in
the public railway domain, and 4,500 km of road technical channels

Energy
• Extensive Energy Networks, using fibre pairs mainly on aerial poles or gas

pipeline ducts with very high resilience. It is estimated an optical fibre
extension of over 15,000 km

Telecom

• Retail operators with focus on being present throughout the country main
regions

• Wholesale operators focused in lower-density areas, leasing its
infrastructure to all OTTs available

Portugal is one of the European Union countries with the highest optical fibre coverage, exceeding 83

per 100 homes and establishments by the end of 2020. According to ANACOM, Portugal will reach

100% FTTH/B coverage as soon as 2025.
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Since the early telecommunications days, Portugal was

always one of the most innovative countries in the world

in terms of electronic communications.

One of the most innovative companies was Portugal

Telecom (PT), which was acquired by Altice in 2015 and

was the incumbent operator state-owned until the

market liberalization in 2000,.

Since its foundation in 1994, there were several

examples of pioneering innovation such as the creation

and launch of the first pre-paid SIM-card (mimo) in the

world.

Later on, by 2000, Portugal became the 4th country in

the world to have 100% broadband coverage in its

territory.

Figure 15. MIMO pre-paid SIM Card

Figure 16. M4O (first quad play bundle)

In 2013, and after the successful launch of the triple play offer in 2007, PT introduces to the market

the first quad-play offer in the world.

During the first Web Summit in Portugal in 2016, PT made one of the first demonstrations of 4.5G in

the world.

By the end of 2021, Altice Labs launched the Small Factor Pluggable double (double SPF) during the

Broadband World Forum, allowing the connection of two optical fibres in the same port of the central

equipment. This new technology will allow not only increase the bandwidth capacity in each port but

also increase the density of ports per equipment.

The strong competition in the telco market promotes a constant investment in

R&D as a way to be able to capture the market by providing higher quality

connectivity solutions.

f) Portugal has been at the forefront of 
innovation over time with several successful 
use cases
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The next decade will be pivotal for Europe to place itself as a global connectivity player. As the 

demand for data continues to grow exponentially, the reinforcement of Europe’s network backbone 

will be critical to address future challenges. 

To be resilient for the upcoming network requirements, actions need to be taken, such as:

• Attracting new subsea cable investments and ensuring good terrestrial network;

• Become a hub where data is stored and processed instead of being a pass-through location;

• Increase Data Centres capillarity, capacity and interconnectivity.

Portugal can play an important role on these investment pillars, allowing it to take advantage of its 

potential, strengthening Europe’s position as a global connectivity hub. 

Next steps in the European connectivity 
landscape

Source: EllaLink, ACE, COLT

Figure 17. Portuguese 

international connectivity    

(non-exhaustive)
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Cable Landing Station (CLS) - an adequately equipped location where submarine cable

capacity is connectable to the terrestrial backhaul.

Hyperscale - system or technology architecture’s capability to scale as demand for

resources gets added to it. Hyperscale infrastructure involves scalable cloud computing

systems with a massive number of servers adjusted to the needs and connected to a

network. Hyperscale computing meets organizations’ growing data demands and adds

extra resources to large, distributed computing networks without requiring additional

cooling, electrical power, or physical space.

Internet exchange point (IXP) - a physical location through which Internet infrastructure

companies such as Internet Service Providers (ISPs), CDNs, web enterprises,

communication service providers, cloud and SaaS providers connect to exchange Internet

traffic.

Point of Presence (POP) - the location where connections come together and support

the network aggregation. POP’s automatic configuration needs to cope with different

demands in capacity and support, speed, and quality.

Round-Trip Delay (RTD) - the KPI that measures the time required to send a data packet

plus the time required to confirm receipt of the signal.
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